
ADAPT
BENCH BOARDROOM TABLES

Beautifully designed and aesthetically pleasing, the Adapt boardroom table comprises a sturdy 
steel subframe and table tops which take on a floating appearance. Table legs can be shared, 
making it a cost effective and practical conference collection with robust customisable options 

for meeting room and boardroom needs.

Boardroom table tops with the suffix ‘–CO’ are supplied with rectangular cutouts 132mm x 272mm routed into the tops in a central position on the Adapt 
range of boardroom tables, suitable for the above power modules(mains leads to be ordered seperately). See pages 187-189 for more information.

POWER READY

STOCKED TOP FINISHES

Beech (B) White (WH)

MADE-TO-ORDER TOP FINISHES

Oak (O) Grey Oak (GO) Walnut (W) 

ECLIPSE - ENDD1 
RRP £570

THOLUS - THL-2 
RRP £1680

AERO  - APD2PINF/1S/1D/1T-K 
RRP £330
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Each configuration starts with a starter unit. 
Choose your starter unit width, depth and colour, then 
simply add your add-on units. 

EBT1616
Starter unit

EBT1616-AB
Add-on unit

EBT1616-AB
Add-on unit

Starter leg moves to the end

Starter plus Add-on units

Fully assembled units

Square Boardroom Tables

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
EBT1212 1200 1200 725 £799 £840
EBT1616 1600 1600 725 £981 £1007
EBT1616-CO 1600 1600 725 £981 £1007

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
EBT1212-AB 1200 1200 725 £526 £539
EBT1616-AB 1600 1600 725 £687 £705
EBT1616-AB-CO 1600 1600 725 £687 £705

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
EBT2412 2400 1200 725 £1241 £1359
EBT3216 3200 1600 725 £1568 £1710
EBT3216-CO 3200 1600 725 £1568 £1710

Add-on Units

Rectangular Boardroom Tables

How-to-guide

• Rectangular boardroom table with 25mm tops & impact resistant ABS edging
• Extended sturdy steel framework and bench tops which take on a floating appearance

• Single straight add-on table with 25mm tops & impact resistant ABS edging
• Recessed leg is positioned in the centre of the tables and can be extended

• Single square boardroom table with 25mm tops & impact resistant ABS edging
• Sturdy steel framework and bench tops which take on a floating appearance

Please add frame finish followed by table top colour when ordering eg. EBT1616 with Silver frame in Beech = EBT1616-S-B

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutout

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutout

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutouts

Beech (B) Oak (O)White (WH) Grey Oak (GO)

ADAPT
MODULAR BOARDROOM TABLES

Silver (S) White (WH)Black (K)

STOCKEDFRAMES MTO

3 week
lead time

Walnut (W)



FUZE
MODULAR BOARDROOM TABLES

Fuze exemplifies elegance, providing a sophisticated boardroom table design which is the perfect answer for a 
less corporate modern office. The simple, flexible design naturally assimilates to the task or application at hand 
and the solid oak legs are built to last. Fuze’s clean, functional lines and co-ordinated table top finish options 

offer everything you need to be inspired and productive.

Boardroom table tops with the suffix ‘–CO’ are supplied with rectangular cutouts 132mm x 272mm routed into the tops in a central position on the Fuze 
range of boardroom tables, suitable for the above power modules (mains leads to be ordered seperately). See pages 187-189 for more information.

POWER READY

STOCKED TOP FINISHES

White (WH)

MADE-TO-ORDER TOP FINISHES

White/Oak Edge (WO)Oak (O) Grey Oak (GO)

ECLIPSE - ENDD1 
RRP £570

THOLUS - THL-2 
RRP £1680

AERO  - APD2PINF/1S/1D/1T-K 
RRP £330
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Square Boardroom Tables

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
FZBT1616 1600 1600 725 £1090 £1124
FZBT1616-CO 1600 1600 725 £1090 £1124

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
FZBT1616-AB 1600 1600 725 £682 £704
FZBT1616-AB-CO 1600 1600 725 £682 £704

CODE W D H STOCKED MTO
FZBT3216 3200 1600 725 £1770 £1825
FZBT3216-CO 3200 1600 725 £1770 £1825

Add-on Units

Rectangular Boardroom Tables

How-to-guide

• Rectangular boardroom table with 25mm tops and steel framework 
• Solid oak leg frame provides a modern, stylish twist on boardroom tables

• Single straight add-on unit square table with 25mm tops & solid oak leg frame
• Recessed leg is positioned in the centre of the tables and can be extended

• Single square boardroom table with 25mm tops and steel framework 
• Solid oak leg frame provides a modern, stylish twist on boardroom tables

Please add frame finish followed by table top colour when ordering eg. FZBT1616 with White frame in White/Oak = FZBT1616-WH-WO

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutout

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutout

-CO with 132mm x  
 272mm cutouts

FZBT1616
Starter unit

FZBT1616-AB
Add-on unit

FZBT1616-AB
Add-on unit

Each configuration starts with a starter unit. 
Choose your starter unit width, depth and colour, then 
simply add your add-on units. 

White (WH) Grey Oak (GO) Oak (O) White/Oak (WO)

FUZE
MODULAR BOARDROOM TABLES

STOCKED MTOFRAMES

3 week
lead time

White (WH)

Starter plus Add-on units

Fully assembled units

Starter leg moves to the end
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